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Short summary

• Extend current project, ”Extreme Weather and the Midlatitude Response
to Recent Decadal Warming in OpenIFS” (SPDEKJEL) to also study
the summer season, JJAS, where Arctic warming is strongest, Atlantic
hurricanes are most frequent, and Southern Hemisphere jet is strongest.

• Study variability of midlatitude jet stream, and model biases due to in-
su�cient resolution.

• Results will feed back to current development of a coupled modelling sys-
tem based on OpenIFS and NEMO at GEOMAR.

Motivation

Studies using climate-model simulations have found that surface warming can
lead to increased precipitation, increased wind speeds, and increase the fre-
quency of some extreme weather events, e.g. heat waves and wind storms (Frei
et al., 2006; Meehl , 2004). It has also been proposed that the Arctic surface
warming and sea-ice loss reduces the mean meridional temperature gradient
which can slow down Rossby-wave propagation and make weather events more
persistent. However, very few studies have simulated the atmospheric response
to surface warming at horizontal resolutions finer than �x ⇠ 25km. We propose
to study how the atmosphere in midlatitudes responds to surface warming using
the OpenIFS global atmospheric model. This project focuses on simulating the
response of the midlatitude atmosphere to surface warming, and builds upon
achievements from the previous special project ”Extreme Weather and the Mid-
latitude Response to Recent Decadal Warming in OpenIFS” (SPDEKJEL) in
2018.
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Understanding and predicting climate change and climate variability requires
realistic simulations of the current climate using numerical models, but many
climate models su↵er from biases in e.g. SST, precipitation or jet stream posi-
tion due to insu�cient horizontal and/or vertical resolution of the atmosphere
model (Harlaß et al., 2017; Volosciuk et al., 2015; Hertwig et al., 2015). Simu-
lating extreme weather events, e.g. heavy precipitation events and intense wind
storms, requires a very high resolution, e.g. �x ⇠ 10 km (Jung et al., 2012) or
finer. Thus, we will run simulations with OpenIFS at a very high horizontal and
vertical resolution, TL1279L137. We will use observed surface conditions from
two di↵erent time periods, 1983-1987 and 2013-2017, as well as results from
climate-model simulations in the RCP8.5 scenario to understand how surface
warming and sea-ice loss impacts the midlatitude atmosphere. In particular we
will focus on wind storms and heavy precipitation events, and variability of the
midlatitude jet stream.

In our current project (SPDEKJEL) we have already set up OpenIFS in a
TL1279L137 configuration. Initial results using TL159L91, TL255L60 and TL511L91
configurations, which are run at the HLRN HPC in Germany, have shown that
the response of precipitation extremes to surface warming varies significantly
with horizontal resolution. We have also begun studying in the mean strength
and position of the NH midlatitude jet. While the current project (SPDEK-
JEL) only studies the boreal winter season (DJF), this project will extend to
simulate the summer season (JJAS) when the Arctic sea-ice loss is the most
pronounced, the Atlantic hurricanes are the most frequent, and the Southern
Hemisphere (SH) jet is at its strongest. Furthermore, while the previous project
only covered the time periods 1982-1987/2012-2017 using observed sea-surface
temperature (SST) and sea-ice concentration (SIC) data, this new project will
study the relative impacts of surface warming and sea-ice changes as well as
using global warming scenarios (see Fig. 2). Just as in our previous project,
we will run this special project in tandem with another compute project at
HLRN in Germany where we conduct simulations at lower resolution, namely
TL159L91, TL255L60, and TL511L91.

It has been suggested that the NH midlatitude jet stream has an intrinsic mode
of variability where it shifts between a more ”wavy” jet and a more ”coherent”
jet (Woollings et al., 2018). In addition to examining the mean state and vari-
ability of the midlatitude weather, we will also study the kinetic energy balance
of the NH midlatitude jet stream by employing an analysis technique in spectral
space, as done for oceanic currents by Kjellsson and Zanna (2017) and similarly
to Augier and Lindborg (2013). This will give insight into how the strength and
position of the jet stream is maintained by e.g. conversion of potential energy
to kinetic energy, dissipation, surface drag or eddy-eddy interactions as well as
how variations are excited. The results are likely sensitive to the horizontal and
vertical resolution of the model, since only very-high-resolution simulations can
resolve the mesoscale k�5/3 spectrum (Wedi et al., 2012). We also propose to
run a trial simulation using the newer version of OpenIFS, CY43R3, which in-
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(40 times) for the AFES dataset and over 25 days (5 dif-
ferent times) for the ECMWFdataset. The time variations
of the spectra and of the terms involved in the spectral
energy budget are not very large, so that averages over
such limited statistics represent the important features
of the models, especially at the mesoscales for which a
statistical convergence seems to be achieved. Other com-
putations for the ECMWF model for August have shown
that seasonality cannot explain the main differences be-
tween the models.
TheAFES data are already linearly interpolated from

the model levels and consist of the horizontal velocity,
the pressure velocity, and the temperature at pressure
levels. The geopotential is computed by integrating the
hydrostatic relation from the ground. The ECMWFdata
are raw data from the model outputs. They contain the
vorticity, the divergence, the pressure velocity, and the
temperature at hybrid vertical levels. We compute hori-
zontal velocity and the geopotential and then linearly
interpolate the data at pressure levels. The interpolation
method is thus the same for both models. Since we do
not have access to the heating rate and to the total dis-
sipative terms, theAPE forcing G[l]pbpt and the dissipative
terms DK[l]

pb
pt

and DA[l]
pb
pt

have not been computed.
Since the surface fluxes are modeled in aGCM, we focus
on the vertical flux at pressure levels not pierced by the
topography. Finally, we have computed the terms C[l]pbpt ,
PK[l]

pb
pt
, PA[l]

pb
pt
, and L[l]pbpt for all levels and the vertical

fluxes FK[[l](p) and FA[[l](p) for pressure levels not
pierced by the topography. The spectral flux arising
from the Coriolis term L[l]pbpt is completely negligible at
wavenumbers l * 10, consistent with previous compu-
tations by Koshyk and Hamilton (2001). At larger scales,

it is not negligible and is quite similar for bothmodels. The
Coriolis strength leads to a positive vertically integrated
spectral flux on the order of 1Wm22 from l ’ 2 to l ’ 6
with dominant contribution from the stratosphere. The
linear flux L[l](p) is small in the troposphere for all
wavenumbers. Since our main interest here is the dy-
namics of the mesoscales and for clarity, this spectral
flux is not included in the figures.

b. Vertically integrated spectral energy budget

Figure 1a presents the globally integrated spectral
fluxes and cumulative conversion for the AFES model.
When vertically integrated over the total height of the
atmosphere, these quantities are simply denoted PK[l],
PA[l], and C[l] (i.e., without the top and bottom pres-
sures in subscript and exponent). By construction, the
fluxes are equal to zero at l 5 lmax and should also be
equal to zero at l 5 0, since they represent conservative
processes. The total spectral flux (black thick line) is
positive at all wavenumbers, which means that on av-
erage, the energy is transferred toward large wave-
numbers. At leading order, energy is forced at the very
large planetary scales and dissipated at smaller scales,
and a substantial part is dissipated at the smallest scales
simulated.
However, the total spectral flux has a somewhat in-

tricate shape. It reaches a maximum equal to 1.3Wm22

around l 5 4, decreases to 0.55Wm22 at l ’ 20, and
increases again to reach a plateau between l ’ 70 and
l ’ 200 where P[l] ’ 0.82Wm22 before dropping down
to zero at the largest wavenumbers. At l , 15, the total
flux is largely dominated by the APE spectral flux (blue
line), which also increases abruptly around l 5 2 and

FIG. 1. Total, KE, and APE nonlinear spectral fluxes and cumulative conversion C[l] vs total wavenumber for (a) the AFES T639
simulation and (b) the ECMWF IFS T1279 simulation. The cross in (a) marks the maximum value of the KE nonlinear spectral flux
~PK 5max(PK)5 0:62 used for nondimensionalization of the spectra in Fig. 2. In (b), the black dashed line is the spectral fluxP[l] for the
AFES T639 simulation.
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Figure 1: Total (black solid line), available potential energy (APE, blue line) and
kinetic energy (KE, red) spectral fluxes in simulations with IFS at T1279. Also
shown is conversion from APE to KE (green dashed line) and total spectral flux
in the AFES model at T639. Figure is taken from Augier and Lindborg (2013).

cludes a stochastic backscatter parameterisation that may have a strong impact
on the kinetic energy balance.

Technical aspects

All our proposed simulations are listed in Table 1. The current model version
we have set up at ECMWF (CCA) is OpenIFS CY40R1 with the WAM wave
model activated, and run using SST and SIC from the daily 1/4� NOAA OI
data set. We store zonal and meridional wind, temperature and specific hu-
midity on model levels, as well as heat and water fluxes at the surface at a
6-hourly frequency. As this project is a continuation of a previous project also
using OpenIFS and at the same horizontal and vertical resolutions, we expect
very few technical obstacles. We already have OpenIFS successfully installed
and tested on the ECMWF CCA cluster, and have done evaluations of the
performance using various code compilers and install methods. Some of the
results from the evaluation are to be presented in the coming paper ”Carver
et al., The ECMWF OpenIFS numerical weather prediction model release cy-
cle 40r1: description and use cases”. One month of simulation with OpenIFS
TL1279L137 costs ⇡ 100000 SBU and requires 0.3 Tb of storage. As we propose
to run several simulations of several summer seasons, we estimate the total cost
of this project to 16 million SBU and 45 Tb, distributed over a 2-year period.
Final storage will be at the GEOMAR data cluster, and all configuration files
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Figure 2: Changes in boreal summer (JJA) surface temperature between 1982-
1987 and 2012-2017 in observations (left) and between 2000-2005 and 2095-2100
in one simulation with the EC-Earth climate model with RCP8.5 forcing. Note
the di↵erence in colour scales. For EC-Earth, the 15% sea ice concentration
contour line shown for 2000-2005 (solid line) and 2095-2100 (dashed line).

(namelists, run scripts, etc.) as well as input and output files will be made
available upon request.

We aim to perform most of the proposed simulations using OpenIFS CY40R1,
as was used in our previous project, although we will make some trial simula-
tions with the newer version OpenIFS CY43R3, to be released late 2018. The
new cloud physics scheme in CY43R3 may result in some di↵erences compared
to CY40R1, and the new stochastic backscatter parameterisation will likely give
interesting contributions to the spectral kinetic energy budget. Furthermore, an
additional experiment will be run with 30 min output frequency of surface fluxes
to investigate fast fluxes that are not captured at 6-hourly frequency, which can
be of vital importance in a coupled climate model (?).

Outcomes

Our high-resolution experiments, as well as companion experiments at lower
resolution performed elsewhere, will help us understand how wind storms and
heavy precipitation events as well as the maintenance of the midlatitude jet
stream are impacted by surface warming and sea-ice loss. Another outcome of
this project is to further evaluate OpenIFS CY40R1 at high resolution, and also
do some test simulations with OpenIFS CY43R3, which are vital for another on-
going project at GEOMAR to couple the OpenIFS model to our configurations
of NEMO ocean model with 2-way nesting capabilities. Some initial test simu-
lations using OpenIFS CY40R1 at T159L91 and NEMO ORCA05 have already
been performed. Understanding how higher horizontal resolution impacts the
simulation climate in atmosphere-only simulations with OpenIFS will guide the
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future development of our coupled system. The results may also be of interest
for other institutes using coupled model with OpenIFS atmosphere, e.g. the
EC-Earth community.

Surface conditions and heat/water fluxes as well as three-dimensional wind,
temperature and humidity will be stored at 6-hourly frequency, transfered to
the GEOMAR data cluster and made available upon request. All configuration
files, e.g. namelists, scripts etc., will also be made available. As our simulations
will be done using a global model, there is a wide range of phenomena that
may be studied using the data. Future work could include studying storm
tracks, intensity of Atlantic hurricanes, or recent changes to the stratospheric
circulation.
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Table 1: Proposed simulations with OpenIFS. Each simulation will include an
extra month to allow the model to drift away from the initial conditions. ⇤

indicates a simulation using OpenIFS CY43R3, and ⇤⇤ indicates a simulation
with 30 min output frequency (surface fluxes only).
Configuration SST SIC Est. cost (SBU) Est. storage (Tb)
TL1279L137 JJAS 1983 JJAS 1983 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 1984 JJAS 1984 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 1985 JJAS 1985 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 1986 JJAS 1986 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 1987 JJAS 1987 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2013 JJAS 2013 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2014 JJAS 2014 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2015 JJAS 2015 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2016 JJAS 2016 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2017 JJAS 2017 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137* JJAS 2013 JJAS 2013 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137* JJAS 2014 JJAS 2014 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137* JJAS 2015 JJAS 2015 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137* JJAS 2016 JJAS 2016 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137* JJAS 2017 JJAS 2017 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137** JJAS 2013 JJAS 2013 500 000 0.5
TL1279L137 JJAS 2013 JJAS 1983 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2014 JJAS 1984 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2015 JJAS 1985 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2016 JJAS 1986 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2017 JJAS 1987 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2095 (RCP8.5) JJAS 2095 (RCP8.5) 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2096 (RCP8.5) JJAS 2096 (RCP8.5) 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2097 (RCP8.5) JJAS 2097 (RCP8.5) 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2098 (RCP8.5) JJAS 2098 (RCP8.5) 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2099 (RCP8.5) JJAS 2099 (RCP8.5) 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2095 (RCP8.5) JJAS 1983 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2096 (RCP8.5) JJAS 1984 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2097 (RCP8.5) JJAS 1985 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2098 (RCP8.5) JJAS 1986 500 000 1.4
TL1279L137 JJAS 2099 (RCP8.5) JJAS 1987 500 000 1.4

Total 16 million SBU 45 Tb
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